An investigation of the role of recombination processes in the operation of InAs/GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\) quantum dot solar cells
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Abstract — The electroluminescence and photoluminescence from an InAs/GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\) quantum dot solar cell are investigated as a function of temperature and correlated to the PV characteristics of the cell over the same temperature range. Analysis of the dominant recombination mechanism is shown to change from radiative to non-radiative above \(\sim 150\) K, which is consistent with a reduction in the \(J_{sc}\) (and \(V_{oc}\)) at evaluated temperatures in these devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Single band gap solar cells are limited to efficiencies on the order of 30% as described by the Shockley-Queisser limit [1]. Intermediate band solar cells (IBSC) [2] have been proposed as a candidate system to overcome this limit through the absorption of sub-gap photons with a potential efficiency of greater than 60% under ideal conditions [2][3]. The creation of an intermediate band (IB) requires the formation of an isolated band within the band gap of the absorber material. The 3-dimensional confinement of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) makes them a candidate system to form such IBs. Several QD systems have been studied in the past decade [4]-[9]; InAs/GaAs QDs being the most well investigated material system for IBSC applications [4]-[6][9][11]. However, by replacing the GaAs matrix material with GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\), a higher density of QDs has been demonstrated [12][13] with a better spectral match to the solar resource [14].

II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

The InAs/GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\) QD solar cell studied in this work was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). The InAs/GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\) QD structure, which serves as the intrinsic region, is repeated 5 times and sandwiched within p- and n-type GaAs layers to form a p-i-n diode architecture. The composition of the the GaAs\(_{1-x}\)Sb\(_x\) matrix was \(x = 0.14\) to achieve a quasi-flat valence band (VB) as determined for this system previously [12][13].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1(a) compares the photoluminescence (PL) and electroluminescence (EL) for the QD region at various temperatures. The PL displays a single peak at 1050 nm (77 K), 1130 nm (210 K), and 1153 nm (298 K), respectively. The PL at 77 K and 210 K display much broader emission consistent with non-idealities and bimodality in the system; which are presumably quenched or saturated at the higher injection levels present in EL.

Figure 1(b) shows a comparison of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the device at 210 K to illustrate that the single peak evident in the EL measurements is indeed related to the QD transition; i.e., the VB to IB transition in the active...
region of the device. Figure 1(b) also shows the normalized PL measured at 210 K, which displays two additional features not evident in the EL: at 870 nm and 970 nm - correlating to absorption in the GaAs and GaAsSb matrix, respectively. The absence of these features in the EL measurements reflects the direct injection of the carriers into the QDs and the separation of the quasi-fermi level that is set by the difference in energy of the QD transitions in EL. In the PL measurements the GaAs emitter and QDs are probed simultaneously [15] which, with the combination of the longer radiative lifetime of photogenerated carriers in the type-II QDs, contributes to significant PL from the continuum regions.

By \( T = 210 \text{ K} \), the PL shows a three order of magnitude reduction in intensity and is similar in strength to a broad (900 – 1500 nm) defect band; which dominates the PL as the temperature is increased above 210 K (not shown here). This defect band reflects the contribution of dislocations in the matrix region that result during growth due to the significant lattice mismatch (1.4 %) between GaAs and GaAsSb regions [12] [16]. At low temperatures, photogenerated carriers (electrons in the QDs are isolated from these defect centers due to the strong confinement of the QDs. However, at elevated temperatures the increased thermal energy not only facilitates the photogenerated carriers to transfer between QDs but also, the defect states now serve as efficient single particle non-radiative recombination centers for these mobile carriers - dominating the PL spectra. The rapid loss of the photogenerated carriers indicates the absence of a well isolated intermediate band in the system. Indeed, evidence of carrier extraction at 77 K (not shown, see [12]) indicates the absence of such an IB at all temperatures measured (above 77 K) in the current series of samples.

The PL recombination processes at low and high temperature have been presented previously and appear to indicate two regimes: (1) a low temperature regime, in which photogenerated carriers are isolated and recombine directly in the QDs; and (2) a higher temperature (> 160 K) region within which carriers have enough thermal energy to escape from the QDs where they experience considerable non-radiative loss due to exposure to defects and traps. These non-radiative recombination process serve to simultaneously increase the reverse saturation (dark) current in current-voltage (J-V) measurements and reduce the open circuit voltage.

The non-radiative recombination of the QDs is also observed to be correlated to a reduction in the EL intensity except this reduction occurs at slightly higher temperatures than that of the PL (above 210 K). This may be explained by a partial saturation of defects in the matrix at increasing injection levels during EL. Previous measurements of temperature dependent J-V and EQE [12] also indicated a transition in which carrier recombination significantly affects the performance of the device with large reductions in open circuit voltage (\( V_{oc} \)) with increasing temperature. At \( \text{T < 160 K} \), the radiative recombination of the carriers served as the limiting factor in the extraction of the photogenerated carriers; while non-radiative recombination, facilitated by thermally activated non-radiative centers, was deemed responsible for poor carrier extraction and large increase (decrease) in the dark current (\( V_{oc} \)) at higher temperature (\( \text{T > 210 K} \)).

These two regimes displayed very unconventional (non-monotonic) photocurrent behavior whereby, a slightly increasing short circuit current density (\( J_{sc} \)) was observed between 77 K and 160 K reaching a minimum point at 170 K; above 170 K, the \( J_{sc} \) fluctuated (see Figure 2 (b)). This complex behavior is attributed to a transition from the dominance of radiative to non-radiative processes at elevated temperatures, along with the competing processes of carrier extraction (increasing \( J_{sc} \)) and recombination (decreasing \( J_{sc} \)).

To further investigate these hypotheses, here, we present a comparison of the spontaneous emission in EL measurements to determine the nature and dominance of the recombination processes under different conditions and correlate these findings to the PV analysis. The current injected into a device can be approximated by [17]:

\[
I = eV(An + Bn^2 + Cn^3) + I_{\text{leak}}. \tag{1}
\]

Where \( A, B, \) and \( C \) represent: single carrier (defect-mediated) recombination, radiative recombination, and Auger-mediated process coefficients, respectively [17]. \( V \) and \( e \) are the active region volume and electronic charge, respectively.

Single carrier recombination is associated with the recombination through traps and defects (Shockley-Reed-Hall) [17]; the radiative recombination is related to the spontaneous emission (EL). The total integrated spontaneous emission rate \( L \) is proportional to the radiative recombination \( n^2 \). Equation (1) can be further simplified to \( I \propto n^x \propto L^{1/2}z \) such as to allow a correlation between current injection (\( I \)), spontaneous emission (\( L \)), and the dominant recombination mechanism (\( n \)) [17] to be determined. When radiative recombination dominates the current, the \( z \)-factor will be close to 2 (\( \propto n^2 \)). However, if \( z \) is closer to 1 (\( \propto n \)), this indicates the current is dominated by non-radiative recombination centers - defects and traps.

By plotting \( \ln(I) - \ln(I^{1/2}) \), \( z \) can be extracted from the slope to determine the nature of the recombination processes. Figure 2 (a) shows data along with a linear fit for 4 different temperatures from 77 K to 298 K. The slope becomes shallower as the temperature increases, which indicates a reduction of \( z \). The temperature dependent behavior of \( z \) is shown in Figure 2 (b). Between \( T = 77 \text{ K} \) and \( T = 150 \text{ K} \), the \( z \)-factor remains above 2. This indicates that the current is dominated (predominately) by radiative recombination, with some contribution from Auger-processes, at higher injection. Losses due to defect-mediated non-radiative processes, however, appear limited below \( T = 150 \text{ K} \).

As the temperature is increased above 150 K, \( z \) decreases towards ~1 at room temperature, indicating the increasing dominance of non-radiative processes at elevated temperatures. The decrease of \( z \) corresponds directly to the temperature dependent (TD) reduction in EL intensity (or radiative efficiency). This is qualitatively consistent to that evident in the TD PL and steady decrease in \( V_{oc} \) evident in the
TD $J-V$ under 1-sun illumination [12] [16]. These results serve to further reflect the thermally activated behavior of the non-radiative changes as a function of temperatures.
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**Figure 2** (a) $\ln(I)$- $\ln(L^{1/2})$ at 77 K, 150 K, 210 K and 298 K; (b) Temperature dependent behavior of Z-factor (black squares), $J_{sc}$ extracted from the J-V measurements (green circles).

IV. CONCLUSION

An InAs/GaAs$_{0.36}$Sb$_{0.14}$ QDSC was investigated using complementary PL and EL measurements to support previous measurements on a series of similar structures that show unusual escape and transport mechanisms. A rapid quenching of the PL and EL intensity, along with a transition (above 150 K) in the dominant recombination process (z-factor) in high temperature EL measurements further indicate the prevalence of non-radiative processes at elevated temperatures in these systems. This correlates qualitatively with TD EQE and $J-V$ measurements - supporting the conclusion that non-radiative processes introduced by the lattice mismatch between the GaAsSb matrix and GaAs perturbs the transport behavior of the QDs; suggesting further improvements in material growth and quality are required before these systems can be considered practical for applications in IBSCs.
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